LinkedIn Job Wrapping for TSEP Recruiters
Overview
As a part of your company’s Enterprise Agreement with LinkedIn, all your jobs are now highlighted in Premium Job Slots on the
LinkedIn Network through a streamlined process called LinkedIn Job Wrapping!

LinkedIn Premium Job Slots
Premium job slots ensure your jobs are automatically recommended to qualified LinkedIn members through “Jobs You Might
be Interested In,” mobile notifications, emails, and the LinkedIn feed. Job Slots are also visible to active candidates when they
search for jobs on LinkedIn. Over 50% of job views come from qualified applicants who didn’t actively search for a job!

What is Job Wrapping?
Job Wrapping is a LinkedIn service that automatically posts jobs from your external career site into LinkedIn Job Slots. Once per
day, any new, updated, and closed jobs from your career site will be posted to / updated on LinkedIn. No action is required on
your part. However, you have the option to tie your LinkedIn Profile to your highest priority jobs with your personalized
LinkedIn Job Wrapping Tag.

Benefits of Tagging Your Jobs
There are two main benefits to tagging your jobs.
1. You will have access to LinkedIn Job Performance, Applicant Metrics, Apply Starters, and more for any jobs you tag.

2. You will have the option to highlight your Profile on jobs you tag.
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Job Wrapping Instructions

Tag Your Jobs
Add your personal tag to the bottom of job descriptions in your ATS to ensure they’re tied to your Profile. Tagged jobs remain
in your slots until they expire on your ATS or career site. Once you post a new job, please allow 24 hours for the job to be
highlighted on LinkedIn. An administrator will hold all the jobs on LinkedIn that do not include a personalized hashtag.
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Pin Your Jobs
Looking to tie yourself to a job that is already posted on LinkedIn? You can add your personal tag to the posting in your ATS
and wait up to 24 hours for it to update (see above). You also have the option to manually “Pin the job” from the Job Wrapping
menu in Recruiter. Pinning a job will immediately assign you the job and you will see it in the Manage Jobs drop down. To pin a
job, first place your cursor over Jobs and then select Job Wrapping and then following the instructions below.

Once you have tagged or pinned a job, you will find the job in the Manage Jobs drop down menu.

Apply Starters and Profile Matches
From the Manage Jobs menu, you will see the jobs you have tagged or pinned. Click on the job titles to see members who have
started but may not have finished their application for the role. Sending an InMail to interesting applicants who may have
started their application but have yet to finish is a great strategy

to
re-engage applicants for hard to fill positions.
You are also able to see up to 50 member profiles that LinkedIn believes may be a match for the job position under the Profile
Matches section.
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